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MPAS-Ocean: Highlights 

 

 

 

 

 

 Development began January 2010 

 Primitive equation, Hydrostatic, Boussinesq 

 Horizontal grid: unstructured, based on Voronoi Tesselations, C-grid 

 Vertical grid: Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE): z-level, z-star, sigma, 
idealized isopycnal.  With full bathymetry and partial bottom cells. 

 Time stepping: Split explicit, 12-13 times speed-up over RK4 

 Tracer advection: high order, monotonic Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT) 

 Statistics and Visualization: Many tools under development 

 Performance: Scales well to millions of grid cells, typically on 3000-6000 
processors.  15km global same throughput as 0.1 degree POP. (Doug) 

 First Paper on MPAS-Ocean under review in Ocean Modelling 

 CESM Coupling underway, successfully runs with data atmosphere. (Doug)  
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MPAS Numerics 

Ringler, T., J. Thuburn, J. Klemp and W. Skamarock, 2010: A unified approach to energy conservation and 
potential vorticity dynamics on arbitrarily structured C-grids, J. Comp. Physics, 229 3065–3090.  

Thuburn, J., T. Ringler, J. Klemp and W. Skamarock, 2009: Numerical representation of geostrophic modes 
on arbitrarily structured C-grids, J. Comp. Phys, 228 (22), 8321-8335 

 

 The numerical scheme developed by Thuburn et al. 
(2009) and Ringler et al. (2010) conserves mass, 
total energy and potential vorticity on these 
variable-resolution meshes. 

 May run on grids with polygons with arbitrary 
number of edges. 

 C-grid staggering: velocity normals at cell edges 

 Mass, geopotential, and kinetic energy are defined 
at cell centers.  

 Vorticity and potential vorticity are defined at cell 
vertices. 

 Code is “mesh-unaware”.  That is, code is identical 
for Voronoi Tessellation, quad meshes, or any other 
grid configuration. 

 



 MPAS Horizontally Unstructured Grids 

Variable resolution:  
120 km to 30km in  
Southern Ocean 



 Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) Vertical Coordinate 

Thickness equation: 
 

w is transport through interface 

 z-level             , except layer 1 

 

  
 

  

isopycnal (for adiabatic, 
idealized studies) w=0 
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z-star Layer thickness changes 
in proportion to SSH 

  

   



 Evaluation of Vertical Coordinate 

2D overflow test from        
Ilicak et al 2012.   

 Zero tracer diffusion 

 100 layers,  

 1km grid,       

 hor. viscosity = 103m2/s  

 vert. viscosity = 10-4m2/s  

Resting Potential Energy 
(RPE), a measure of mixing 

 

where ρ* is the sorted density for a 
resting fluid. 
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 Evaluation of Vertical Coordinate 

2D overflow test from        
Ilicak et al 2012.   

 Zero tracer diffusion 

 100 layers,  

 1km grid,       

 hor. viscosity = 103m2/s  

 vert. viscosity = 10-4m2/s  

Resting Potential Energy 
(RPE), a measure of mixing 

 

where ρ* is the sorted density for a 
resting fluid. 
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Evaluation of Vertical Coordinate 

 These tests let us compare vertical coordinates. 

 Effects of Partial Bottoms Cells (PBCs): 
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no PBCs 
with PBCs, 
causes 
less mixing 

 
 

  
 

no PBCs with PBCs 
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high-resolution 
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 Sigma Vertical Coordinate 

Initial layer thicknesses 
may be set to be: 

 equal thickness (like z-
level or z-star) where 
land cells are inactive 

 

 

 

 variable thickness, i.e. 
terrain-following (sigma) 
coordinates, where all 
cells are active. 

2D overflow test from Ilicak 
et al 2012.  Zero tracer 
diffusion, 100 layers, 1km 
grid,      =103m2/s  

   v=10-4m2/s  
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 Sigma Vertical Coordinate 

Initial layer thicknesses 
may be set to be: 

 equal thickness (like z-
level or z-star) where 
land cells are inactive 

 

 

 

 variable thickness, i.e. 
terrain-following (sigma) 
coordinates, where all 
cells are active. 

2D overflow test from Ilicak 
et al 2011.  Zero tracer 
diffusion, 100 layers, 1km 
grid,      =103m2/s  

   v=10-4m2/s  



 Sigma Vertical Coordinate 

Initial layer thicknesses 
may be set to be: 

 equal thickness (like z-
level or z-star) where 
land cells are inactive 

 

 

 

 variable thickness, i.e. 
terrain-following (sigma) 
coordinates, where all 
cells are active. 

2D overflow test from Ilicak 
et al 2011.  Zero tracer 
diffusion, 100 layers, 1km 
grid,      =103m2/s  
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 

 For coupled ocean-ice shelf modeling, we need to depress the ocean surface 
with the weight of the ice shelf. 
 

image from Joughin ea. Science, 2012 
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 

 Test domain: Baroclinic eddies test case 
from Ilicak et al. 2012.   1km grid, 20 
50m layers, zonally periodic 
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 

 Test domain: Baroclinic eddies test case 
from Ilicak et al. 2012.   1km grid, 20 
50m layers, zonally periodic 
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 
 Apply surface pressure, increasing in time, to southern portion. 

 Vertical coordinate is z-star, so all layers compress proportionally. 

 This is meant as a proof of concept to test robustness of the vertical 
coordinate, and not as a realistic land ice test. 
 

surface surface 

cross-section 

     
 

apply surface pressure 
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 

image from Joughin ea. Science, 2012 

 Apply surface pressure, increasing in time, to southern portion. 

 Vertical coordinate is z-star, so all layers compress proportionally. 

 This is meant as a proof of concept to test robustness of the vertical 
coordinate, and not as a realistic land ice test. 
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 
 Surface pressure applied to southern 

150km, constant in time. 

 Baroclinic instability in northern 
portion. 
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 

 Surface pressure applied to southern 150km, constant in time. 

 Baroclinic instability in northern portion. 
 



 Visualization and Statistics 
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model: global 15 km 

Equatorial Undercurrent: mean zonal velocity 

model: global 15 km 
Pacific equatorial cross-section cross-section at 140 W 

 New tools visualize cross-sections and compute transports 
through arbitrary sections. 

 Visualization scripts are currently in Matlab. 
 

NECC 

NSCC SSCC 
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MPAS-Ocean: Documentation 

 Appendix of first paper on MPAS-Ocean describes equations, discretization, 
and time-stepping methods. 

 Requirements and design documents include details of each stage of 
development. 

 These will be combined to create a User’s Guide and Reference Manual for 
the public release. 
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MPAS-Ocean: Documentation 
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 

 Test domain: Baroclinic eddies test case from Ilicak et al. 2012.   
1km grid, 20 50m layers, periodic zonally  
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 

 Apply surface pressure, increasing in time, to southern portion. 

 This is meant as a proof of concept to test robustness of the 
vertical coordinate, and not as a realistic land ice test. 
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MPAS-Ocean: Ice Shelf Above Ocean Surface 

 Surface pressure applied to southern 150km, constant in time. 

 Baroclinic instability in northern portion. 
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